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Factoid questions

• Questions that can be answered with simple facts: 

• Who founded Virgin Airlines? 

• What is the average age of the onset of autism? 

• Where is Apple Computer based? 

• How do I get to be a cook at the French Laundry?

SLP3



Question Answering

• Knowledge-based question answering 

• IR-based question answering



Knowledge-based QA

• Parse a question into a meaning representation, and execute that 
meaning representation against a database.

SQL
What record company did conductor Mikhail Snitko record for after 1996?

SELECT RecordCompany WHERE (YearOfRecording > 1996) AND (Conductor = 
Mikhail Snitko)



Semantics

Lexical semantics is concerned with representing the meaning of words 
(and their relations) 

Logical semantics is concerned with representing the meaning of 
sentences.



Meaning representation

• A representation of the meaning of a sentence needs to bridge linguistic 
aspects of the sentence with non-linguistic knowledge about the world.



Following directions

Linguistic Non-linguistic

Verbs like grab, release Actions a robot can execute

Nouns like cup, block Specific entities in the world

transitive VP (V NP) An action executed upon an object



Geo
which state has the most rivers running through it?

(argmax $0 (state:t $0) (count $1 (and (river:t $1) (loc:t $1 $0))))

ATIS
all flights from dallas before 10am

(lambda $0 e (and (flight $0) (from $0 dallas:ci) (< (departure time $0) 1000:ti)))

SQL
What record company did conductor Mikhail Snitko record for after 1996?

SELECT Record Company WHERE (Year of Recording > 1996) AND (Conductor = Mikhail 
Snitko)

Django
if length of bits is lesser than integer 3 or second element of bits is not equal to string ’as’

if len(bits) < 3 or bits[1] != ’as’:

Dong and Lapata (2018), “Coarse-to-Fine Decoding for Neural Semantic Parsing”

Meaning representation



Representation of meaning

FIGHT(LUKE, VADER)

This is a relation; we 
define what it means

These are constants; we know 
what they uniquely identify in 
our database/knowlege base



• Relations: likes(x,y) is scoped over two variables 
• We can represent the partial representation of meaning with lambda 

expressions: 

λx.likes(x,Sal)

Representation of meaning

Expect one other argument to complete the 
meaning of this relation



λx.likes(x,Sal)

Representation of meaning

Lambda expressions let us tie 
semantics explicitly to phrases 
(subtrees in syntax)

S

x VP

V

likes

NP

Sal



λy.λx.likes(x,y)

Representation of meaning

S

x VP

V

likes

NP

y

Lambda expressions let us tie 
semantics explicitly to phrases 
(subtrees in syntax)



sentence what states border texas

logical form λx.state(x) ^ borders(x, texas)

Learning from logical forms



CCG
• Combinatory categorial grammar is a phrase-structure grammar that ties syntactic 

representation to semantic structure. 

• Two components: 

• Combinators that tell us how to compose syntactic types (S, VP, NP, etc.) 

• Mapping between syntactic operations and equivalent semantic 
operation 

• Lexicon mapping each word in a vocabulary to its syntactic/semantic 
information.



CCG Combinators

• Forward application combinator (X/Y → X) 

• N/N → N

Smith 2017
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CCG Combinators

• Forward application combinator (X/Y → X) 

• N/N → N 

• NP/N → NP

Smith 2017
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CCG Combinators

• Backward application combinator (X\Y → X) 

• S\NP → S

Smith 2017
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CCG Lexicon
Utah NP utah

Idaho NP idaho

borders (S\NP)/NP λx.λy.borders(y,x)

adjoins (S\NP)/NP λx.λy.adjoins(y,x)

abuts (S\NP)/NP λx.λy.abuts(y,x)



CCG Combinators
• Each combinator tells us what to do with the 

corresponding semantics 

• Forward application: 

Smith 2017

X/Y : f   Y : g → X f(g)

(S\NP)/NP : 
λx.λy.borders(y,x)

NP : 
idaho → S\NP : 

λx.λy.borders(y,x)(idaho)
S\NP : 

λy.borders(y,idaho)



Semantics

Utah borders Idaho

NP 
idaho

(S\NP)/NP 
λx.λy.borders(y,x)

NP 
utah

S\NP 
λy.borders(y,idaho)

S 
borders(utah,idaho)



Semantics
Utah NP utah

Idaho NP idaho

borders (S\NP)/NP λx.λy.borders(y,x)

adjoins (S\NP)/NP λx.λy.adjoins(y,x)

abuts (S\NP)/NP λx.λy.abuts(y,x)



Semantics
Utah NP utah

Idaho NP idaho

borders (S\NP)/NP λx.λy.borders(y,x)

adjoins (S\NP)/NP λx.λy.borders(y,x)

abuts (S\NP)/NP λx.λy.borders(y,x)



Semantics

• Semantic parsing with CCG is simply syntactic parsing, assuming 
mapping from syntactic primitives to logical forms. 

• But this encounters two problems: 

• We don’t have those manual mappings (task-specific). 
• We can’t parse anything not in our lexicon.



Learning from logical forms

• We can train a semantic parser in a number of ways: 

• Full derivational trees (CCGBank) 
• Logical forms (Zettlemoyer and Collins 2005) 
• Denotations (Berant et al. 2013)



what border texas

NP 
texas

(S\NP)/NP 
λx.λy.borders(y,x)

(S/S\NP)/N 
λf.λg.λx.f(x) ^ g(x)

states

N 
λx.state(x)

(S\NP) 
λy.borders(y,texas)

(S/S\NP) 
λg.λx.state(x) ^ g(x)

S 
λx.state(x) ^ borders(x,texas)

Learning from trees



sentence what states border texas

logical form λx.state(x) ^ borders(x, texas)

Learning from logical forms

Two core ideas: 

• We’ll learn the lexicon (including the lambda expressions) 
• We’ll learn CCG parser from that lexicon, and treat the true tree as a latent variable



• Calculate the joint probability of a logical form L and derivation T for 
sentence S as:

Learning from logical forms

P (L, T | S; �) =
exp(f(L, T, S)��)�

L,T exp(f(L, T, S)��)

feature

Utah := NP : utah

Utah := NP : idaho

borders := (S\NP)/NP : 
λx.λy.borders(y,x)

borders := (S\NP)/NP : 
λx.λy.borders(x,y)

f(L,T,S)

sums over all valid trees/logical 
forms for the sentence



Learning from denotations
sentence what states border texas

logical form λx.state(x) ^ borders(x, texas)

denotation new_mexico, oklahoma, arkansas, louisiana

sentence number of dramas starring tom cruise

logical form count(λx.genre(x,drama) ^ ∃y.performance(x,y) ^ 
actor(y,tom_cruise))

denotation 28



Learning from denotations
sentence what states border texas

logical form λx.state(x) ^ borders(x, texas)

denotation new_mexico, oklahoma, arkansas, louisiana

sentence number of dramas starring tom cruise

logical form count(λx.genre(x,drama) ^ ∃y.performance(x,y) ^ 
actor(y,tom_cruise))

denotation 28



• How could we use the principles of learning from logical forms to learn from 
denotations? 

• The meaning of a sentence is the set of possible worlds consistent with that 
statement.

Learning from denotations

Utah borders Idaho TRUE

number of dramas starring tom cruise 28



N�

i=1

log
�

T :�T.z�K=yi

P (T | Si, �)

• Basic idea: maximize the probability of the tree T/logical form z that, when 
executed against a knowledge base 𝒦, yield the correct denotation y

objective function

Learning from denotations



IR-based QA
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Answer type detection

• If we know the type of answer expected for a question, we can exclude 
answers that aren’t of that type (resulting in higher precision)

Who founded Virgin Airlines? → PERSON

What Canadian city has the largest population? → CITY



Li and Roth (2002); SLP3

Answer type detection



• Train an answer type detection system with supervised learning: 

• Words/embeddings 

• POS for each word 

• Question headword 

• Which city in China has the largest number of foreign financial 
companies? 

• What is the state flower of California?

Answer type detection



Document retrieval

• Rather than running answer extraction on all documents, let’s just focus 
on the subset that are likely to be relevant. 

• This is a problem of information retrieval.



• Represent query and each document 
by tf-idf weighted vector, rank by 
cosine similarity

term doc 1 doc 2 doc 3

alaska 4.5

primary 7.8

dog 4.8 3.4

friday

nlp 6.4

the 0.05 0.03 0.02

dem 8.1

tree 2.3 9.1

JVZ(_, `) =

�-
P=� _P`P��-

P=� _�P
��-

P=� `�P

IR



Document retrieval
• Answer extraction typically operates on passages (not entire documents), 

so we can rank the passages as well using information about: 

• Number of entities of correct type 
• Number of question keywords 
• Longest exact sequence of keywords in passage 
• Rank of document 
• Ngram overlap



Answer extraction
• From a given passage, extract the answer.

Where did the Talking Heads originate?

Input passage

Question

Talking Heads were an American rock band formed in 1975 in New 
York City and active until 1991.[8] The band comprised David Byrne 
(lead vocals, guitar), Chris Frantz (drums), Tina Weymouth (bass), 
and Jerry Harrison (keyboards, guitar). Described by the critic 
Stephen Thomas Erlewine as "one of the most critically acclaimed 
bands of the '80s,"[3] the group helped to pioneer new wave music 
by integrating elements of punk, art rock, funk, and world music 
with avant-garde sensibilities and an anxious, clean-cut image.[3]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Byrne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead_vocalist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guitar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chris_Frantz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drum_kit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tina_Weymouth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bass_guitar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerry_Harrison
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keyboard_instrument
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Thomas_Erlewine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_wave_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punk_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Funk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avant-garde


Datasets
Dataset Size Source Notes

SQUAD 150K Wikipedia

NewsQA 100K CNN

HotpotQA 113K Wikipedia Requires reasoning over multiple 
documents

NarrativeQA 46K Books/movie 
scripts

Requires reasoning over long 
documents, answer not a span



HotpotQA

Yang et al. (2018), “HotpotQA: A Dataset for Diverse, Explainable Multi-hop Question Answering”



NarrativeQA

Kočisky et al. (2017), "The NarrativeQA Reading Comprehension Challenge"



SQUAD

• 100,000 question-answer pairs 
created by crowdworkers. 

• Task: given an input passage 
from Wikipedia, create a 
question whose answer is a 
span of text within it.

Rajpurkar et al. (2016), "SQuAD: 100,000+ Questions for Machine Comprehension of Text"



SQUAD2.0

• 100K questions from SQUAD 
+ 50K unanswerable 
questions. 

• To perform well, models must 
know when to abstain from 
answering a question.

Rajpurkar et al. (2018), "Know What You Don't Know: Unanswerable 
Questions for SQuAD"



Rajpurkar et al. (2016), "SQuAD: 100,000+ Questions for Machine Comprehension of Text"



Evaluation

• Exact match: proportion of questions for which the predicted answer is an 
exact match for the correct answer. 

• F1: Calculate F1 between predicted answer and gold answer (both bag of 
tokens).



SQUAD2.0



Talking Heads were an American rock band formed in 1975 in New 
York City and active until 1991.[8] The band comprised David Byrne 
(lead vocals, guitar), Chris Frantz (drums), Tina Weymouth (bass), 
and Jerry Harrison (keyboards, guitar). Described by the critic 
Stephen Thomas Erlewine as "one of the most critically acclaimed 
bands of the '80s,"[3] the group helped to pioneer new wave music 
by integrating elements of punk, art rock, funk, and world music 
with avant-garde sensibilities and an anxious, clean-cut image.[3]

Where did the Talking Heads originate?

Input passage

Question

• What is the start token position and end token position for the answer 
span in the input passage?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Byrne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead_vocalist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guitar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chris_Frantz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drum_kit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tina_Weymouth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bass_guitar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerry_Harrison
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keyboard_instrument
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Thomas_Erlewine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_wave_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punk_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Funk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avant-garde


Featurized
• Answer type match: does the candidate answer contain a phrase with the 

answer type expected? 

• Pattern match: 



Featurized
• Number of matched question keywords 

• Keyword distance: distance between answer and query keywords 

• Novelty factor: does the passage contain words that are not in the query? 

• Length of longest sequence of question terms that occur in the candidate answer 

• Apposition features: answer is in appositive construction to phrase containing several 
question words. 

• Question: What is a caldera? 
• Candidate: “the Long Valley caldera, a volcanic crater 19 miles long”

SLP3



Neural

Chen et al. 2017; SLP3



Talking Heads were an American rock band formed in 1975 in New 
York City and active until 1991.[8] The band comprised David Byrne 
(lead vocals, guitar), Chris Frantz (drums), Tina Weymouth (bass), 
and Jerry Harrison (keyboards, guitar). Described by the critic 
Stephen Thomas Erlewine as "one of the most critically acclaimed 
bands of the '80s,"[3] the group helped to pioneer new wave music 
by integrating elements of punk, art rock, funk, and world music 
with avant-garde sensibilities and an anxious, clean-cut image.[3]

Where did the Talking Heads originate?

Input passage

Question

• What is the start token position and end token position for the answer 
span in the input passage?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Byrne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead_vocalist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guitar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chris_Frantz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drum_kit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tina_Weymouth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bass_guitar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerry_Harrison
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keyboard_instrument
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Thomas_Erlewine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_wave_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punk_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Funk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avant-garde


Talking Heads were an American rock band formed in 1975 in New 
York City and active until 1991.

Where did the Talking Heads originate?

Input passage

Question

• What is the start token position and end token position for the answer 
span in the input passage?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City


• Each token position i has two associated probabilities:  

• pstart(i) — the probability of the answer starting at that token. 
• pend(i) — the probability of the answer ending at that token.

pstart(i) 0 0 0 0 0.10 0 0 0 0

pend(i) 0 0 0 0 0.09 0 0 0 0

Text Talking Heads were an American rock band formed in

pstart(i) 0 0 0.85 0 0.05 0 0 0 0

pend(i) 0 0 0 0.16 0.75 0 0 0 0

Text 1975 in New York City and active until 1991



Chen et al. 2017; SLP3



Talking Heads were an …

Word embeddings

POS embeddings

NER embeddings

Token in question?

q-align



Talking Heads were an …Where did the Talking Heads originate?

q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 p1

ai, j =
exp (f (pi)⊤ f (qj))

∑j′ exp (f (pi)⊤ f (q′ j))
q-aligni = ∑

j

αi, jqj

+
f() here is some differentiable 

function over the 
embeddings (e.g., linear 

transformation, FFNN)

Each passage token attends over all 
question tokens



Single representation (using attention) for the 
entire question

Where did the Talking Heads originate?

q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6

bj =
exp (w⊤qj)

∑j exp (w⊤qj)
q = ∑

j

bjqj

+



0.7 -1.1-5.4 0.7 -1.1-5.4 0.7 -1.1-5.4 0.7 -1.1-5.4 0.7 -1.1-5.4 0.7 -1.1-5.4 0.7 -1.1-5.4 0.7 -1.1-5.4 0.7 -1.1-5.4 0.7 -1.1-5.4

Talking Heads were an … 

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

pstart(i ) ∝ exp (piWsq)
pend(i ) ∝ exp (piWeq)



SQUAD2.0



Question Answering

Sen and Safari (2020), “What do Models Learn from Question Answering Datasets?”


